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KAREN CONE: MICROSOFT

Winners in financial services today are those who
deliver compelling customer experiences while successfully meeting the challenges associated with
regulation, legacy systems, and increased competition. While doing this requires immense agility, it is
achievable, especially with solutions from Microsoft
and its partners. Read more in my interview on the
following pages.
Also in this section, discover what Microsoft will be
showcasing at the upcoming Sibos conference and
find out why the cloud is proving to be the key to success for so many financial institutions today.
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Engage, empower,
optimise and transform
As general manager of the worldwide financial services sector at Microsoft,
Karen Cone is privy to the major challenges facing financial services organisations
today. Here she explains how Microsoft is facilitating a brighter future for the industry
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S
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chieving success in today’s financial services industry is no easy feat. According
to Karen Cone, Microsoft’s general manager of the worldwide financial services sector,
today’s financial institutions are grappling with
the need to deliver more innovative customer
and employee experiences while also complying
with increasing regulations and managing legacy systems. “These challenges are exacerbated
as more fintechs enter the market,” she says.
“Hundreds of startups in the fintech arena are
working on various alternatives to traditional
financial services. Many financial institutions are
struggling to compete.”
Reduced customer loyalty is also presenting a significant challenge. “A recent study by
Capgemini found that 15% of interviewed customers were likely to leave their bank in the
next six months. What’s alarming is that 50% of
Gen Y customers said the same,” Cone notes. “It’s
a trend that requires attention and highlights that
millennials’ definition of loyalty is somewhat different to that of older generations. What’s most
important to millennials is who provided the last
best experience.”
Meeting these challenges is proving particularly difficult when you consider that the vast
majority of financial institutions are undergoing
cost cutting exercises. “A recent Celent study
found that on average 70% of IT budgets are
spent just keeping the lights on,” Cone says. I was
recently in an executive briefing with a CIO of a
large European bank and he summed up the current situation by saying: ‘Our costs are too high
and our agility is too low – if we don’t change this
quickly, we won’t be able to compete’.”
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But Cone is certain that there’s a way out of all
of the doom and gloom. “Financial institutions
need to drive growth, manage risk and reduce
costs,” she said. “Agility is key to success and this
is where Microsoft can help – we’re focusing on
helping financial institutions of all shapes and
sizes to become nimbler and to transform themselves digitally.”
At the heart of digital transformation technologies is the cloud. “A couple of years ago the
vast majority of financial institutions would
acknowledge that the cloud is inevitable but
argued that they faced regulatory blockers to
adoption. With this in mind, Microsoft has
focused on addressing regulatory requirements.
We listened closely to our customers, including
key input from our Financial Services Cloud
Advisory Council which includes 16 of the top
banks and insurers in the world. Additionally,
we meet with global regulators to understand
and address the key issues.”
As a result of this, Microsoft has created multiple programmes that enable financial services
organisations to access the provisions they need to
facilitate change. “Through our Financial Services
Compliance Program we provide full transparency into our independent audit reports and give
access to important information, such as control
frameworks, roadmaps, security incident reviews
and threat evaluations,” Cone explains. “We also
address specific needs of Global Systemically
Important Financial Institutions (G-SIFIs) – those
who are ‘too big to fail’ as designated by the Fiscal
Stability Board. In the last year, 25 of these top institutions have now signed up to the cloud with us
and are deploying business solutions on Microsoft
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operate partly in the cloud and partly on-premise,
and can seamlessly operate between the two.”
According to Cone, cloud-based infrastructures and platforms will become more of a utility
in the years ahead, marking a positive change for
the industry. “This will enable banks and insurers to adapt and change quickly, helping them to
offer new products and services without having
to worry about updating incumbent systems,”
she explains. “In the near future financial institutions will increasingly rely on data analytics
and machine learning. As a result, products
and services offered to customers will be highly
personalised, tailored and customised. Financial
institutions will be able to better understand
customer needs and create offerings which take
into consideration the current market environment and economic situation. We’ll also see an
environment where agile fintechs will partner
with more traditional financial services companies and, together, will adapt and grow.”

“70% of IT budgets are spent
just keeping the lights on”

Azure, Office 365 and CRM Online. In fact, 80%
of the largest banks today use the Microsoft cloud.”
Cone says that the reason for this fantastic rate
of adoption is driven by a combination of factors.
“With the vast majority of regulatory blockers
cleared away, our customers can address the
urgent need for agility with cloud-based Microsoft
and partner solutions to enhance customer experience, empower employees, manage risk and
rapidly create market-leading products and services. Additionally, our hybrid model is really
appealing,” she says. “Financial institutions can

Cone believes that the changing financial
industry landscape will allow for ‘manufacturers’
and ‘distributors’ of financial services, which will
enable unprecedented combinations of products
and increase the need for intelligent systems
to guide and simplify choices. “Additionally,
disruptive technologies are changing the landscape,” she says. “For example, blockchain can
be used to securely streamline multi-party
transactions and remove exchanges and clearing
processes. Financial industry leadership remains
wary of moving to a such a pure ‘trust less’
model with no 3rd party guaranty. Nonetheless,
the industry is still reeling in the aftermath of the
recent financial crisis. As a result, market participants are now, more than ever, willing to invest
to foster a market fabric built on open standards,
standard data taxonomies and messaging within
a common, secure transactional framework.
“The bottom line is that digital transformation
will challenge the current way that traditional
financial institutions operate,” Cone concludes.
“But once these disruptive technologies are integrated with transformed business processes, it
will give them the freedom to not only compete,
but to thrive.”
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The art

of possible
As financial services leaders come together in Geneva for Sibos 2016, Peter Hazou and
Rupesh Khendry explain what Microsoft is looking forward to showcasing at the event
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

D

igital transformation holds countless possibilities for financial institutions. At Sibos
2016, Microsoft will be showcasing solutions to help them visualise what they can achieve.
“Financial institutions are grappling with digital
transformation,” says Rupesh Khendry, capital
markets solutions director at Microsoft. “They’re
entering an arena that is focused on reviewing
digital transformation more holistically across the
business, rather than recasting point solutions.”
Visitors to the Microsoft booth can explore
the possibilities for transformation, such as how
customer insight systems and advanced analytics
capabilities can help them enable rich customer
interaction. “Changing technology and the
expansion of mobile devices and other channels
mean that engaging customers is now about much
more than connecting through the devices and
channels of their choice,” says Peter Hazou, banking solutions director at Microsoft. “Traditionally,
banks have approached the customer experience
based on branch and internet banking for example, but clients now expect banks to have a better
understanding of their needs and preferences, and
to provide a much richer experience by surfacing
information and products that are relevant to
them. At Sibos, we will be showcasing solutions
that demonstrate how banks can gain insights and
prioritise next best actions based on advanced
analytics and machine learning.”
Empowering staff to collaborate and work more
productively has also become an increasingly hot
topic for banks. As the workforce evolves, the
financial services industry is seeing significant
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generation and demographic shifts, representing
an increasingly diverse workforce with very different motivations and expectations. “Enormous
pressures are reshaping business models and
causing financial institutions to rethink how
employees collaborate in a safe, secure and fully
digital way,” says Hazou. “In response, banks
have become proactive in addressing digitisation,
social collaboration and workflow improvements
as a matter of concerted organisational strategy,
and office tools have become a hot topic with
C-level executives and their management teams.
“Banks need to improve efficiency and drive
down costs, to better use internal talent and
resources through collaboration, and to compete with more agile, non-traditional industry
entrants. They need to get more out of their
technology and to make sure it is intuitive, simple and effective so it will appeal to millennial
workers. At the same time, cost pressures are
driving many banks to move their employees to a
home-working or ‘hoteling’ model, and it’s imperative that those people are fully empowered with
the full use of office tools anytime, anywhere, and
on any device and form factor. Achieving this can
be as simple as transitioning to the cloud. By moving to Microsoft Office 365 banks can unlock the
cloud’s potential to enable the speed, continuity
and agility that empowers their people to work
together, at their best, wherever they are.”
Data is the key driver for business efficiency,
and Microsoft is investing heavily in intelligent solutions that enable banks to collect,
analyse and create intelligent insights from the
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increasing volumes of data they have. “Data is a
key strategic asset,” says Khendry. “When combined with the limitless computing power of the
cloud, it enables organisations to innovate and
unlock new opportunities, increase their speed
of business and lead the industries they are in.”
For many institutions, collecting, analysing
and creating insights from data remains a major
challenge in an increasingly rigorous regulatory
environment. “Risk management and related
regulatory compliance is the highest priority for
banks and capital markets firms,” says Khendry.
“Large amounts of computing power are required
to deliver a competitive advantage by creating
advanced analytics to meet the business need
for faster, more accurate reports, projections and
forecasts. For example, large financial institutions
expect a 20-fold increase in compute grid capacity needs to cater to the new Basel regulation,
Fundamental Review of the Trading Book, which
could mean calculating the risk on an exposure or
trade 10,000 times. This will have huge ramifications on their compute and related storage needs
in the coming one to two years, but by moving this
workload to the cloud, financial institutions have
the flexibility to scale infinitely at the switch of a
button so they can manage their risk and related
compute requirements on a pay-as-you-go basis.
“At the same time, institutions are spending
significant amounts in efforts to anticipate and
understand the likelihood of fraud from their
customers through analysing customer behaviour and patterns. Most systems that identify
fraudulent activity, such as insider trading,

look for it after the fact and throw up a lot of
false positives, and institutions need the ability
to analyse various patterns, customer holdings

“When combined with the limitless
computing power of the cloud, data
enables organisations to innovate
and unlock new opportunities”
and their relationships. That’s where Cortana
Intelligence Suite and Azure Machine Learning
can play a key part in providing the analytic and
artificial intelligence capabilities banks need to
help deliver insights and better models, enabling
them to better predict and anticipate fraud.”
Visitors to Sibos will see first-hand how
Microsoft’s Azure cloud and Cortana Intelligence
Suite can enable them to source data across
internal and external resources and generate
the intelligent insights that enable competitive
advantage. “It’s about the art of the possible,”
says Khendry. “We will be providing demonstrations focusing on different banking personas
to show how the computing power of the cloud
and availability of data, combined with capabilities like predictive, prescriptive analytics and
machine learning, enable Microsoft and its partners to create intelligent solutions that are personalised, predictive and that augment financial
institutions’ capabilities in exciting new ways, so
they can drive better business outcomes.”
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Cloud
banks

Microsoft’s Sean Foley explains how the changing regulatory
landscape is accelerating banks’ move to the cloud
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

A

remarkable shift has occurred in the
financial services industry, with institutions shedding their caution about the
cloud and embracing its capabilities. “Three years
ago, most banks said they would never move to
the cloud,” observes Sean Foley, chief technology officer for the financial services industry at
Microsoft. “Two years ago, many understood the
benefits but felt the timing wasn’t right. But over
the last 12 months or so we’ve seen a massive
shift in the number of banks adopting cloud.”
That shift is driven in part by the evolving regulatory landscape. “Banks have always wanted the
agility, cost savings, security and management
capabilities the cloud can deliver, but they were
wary of the regulators saying no,” says Foley.
“Many regulators see huge benefits to their institutions in moving to cloud, but they were concerned that banks needed to understand cloud
and implement it in a responsible way.”
Over the past three years Microsoft has engaged
with financial regulators to help resolve those
concerns. “We’ve met with financial regulators
around the world to understand what they’re
looking for from banks,” says Foley. “Some of the
largest regulators – such as the Financial Conduct
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority in
the UK and the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority – are embracing cloud and issuing guidance to their institutions on how to use it. That has
helped banks to feel more comfortable with their
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ability to use cloud at scale, and it’s led to the sea
change we’ve experienced in the last 12 months.”
It’s good news for banks, as the cloud offers significant opportunities for competitive advantage.
“Banks are looking to move much more quickly
and compete, particularly with fintech startups,” says Foley. “They’re looking to the cloud
for things like significantly speeding up product
development, and a lot of banks are taking advantage of areas like risk modelling to produce better
products and be more fine-grained in terms of
pricing things like risk. We’re seeing this in investment banking, with banks like Mitsubishi UFJ in
London doing work in that area, and in insurance,
with large insurers such as MetLife using actuarial modelling solutions in the cloud to create and
price new products much more competitively.
“We’re also seeing a huge focus within the large
banks on reducing internal IT costs. A lot of the
regulatory changes resulting from the financial
crisis are taking effect now, and banks are being
asked to keep more money on hand in case things
go wrong. They’ve had to reduce the size of their
operations and many have cut their core projects
back as much as they can, so they’re looking at
the last remaining area of spend, the data centre.
Our work with some banks shows that up to
80% of their applications are movable to public
cloud, and a lot of banks are looking to move
40-60% of their internal data centre spend over
to public cloud in a three- to five-year horizon.
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This is happening with the large European banks
in particular, but we’re also seeing it happening
with some of the large Asian and US banks.”
As well as providing one of the largest clouds on
the planet, Microsoft’s work to develop a cloud
that is ‘financial services ready’ has resonated with
banks and regulators. “We introduced our financial services compliance programme three years
ago and since then we’ve seen a huge shift in appetite, with 80% of the globally systemically important financial institutions adopting Microsoft’s
cloud in the last 12 months,” says Foley.
A key differentiator is the fact that Microsoft
doesn’t simply provide infrastructure as a service.
Some of the world’s largest banks are now adopting
Microsoft Azure, Office 365 and Dynamics CRM
Online as a core part of their internal operations.
These are combined with platform-as-a-service
capability to deliver cost savings and benefits
in terms of cognitive computing and machine
learning, allowing banks to create unique products and customer offerings. “Because Microsoft’s
approach is much more open than other clouds
we can take any kind of software and run it on our
cloud today,” says Foley. “That allows us to take
on a much wider range of workloads on behalf
of banks and, combined with services like Office
365 and CRM Online it allows banks to mix and
match how they want to use the cloud.”
As the foremost provider of hybrid cloud,
Microsoft also enables banks to move between

their own datacentre and the public cloud according to their needs. “The public cloud can be more
cost effective and scalable, but sometimes banks
want to keep things such as proprietary trading
models in-house,” says Foley. “We provide the
ability to choose where an application runs, giv-

“Over the last 12 months or so
we’ve seen a massive shift in the
number of banks adopting cloud”
ing banks flexibility as well as the ability to take
advantage of cloud scale economics.”
Looking ahead, Foley says that the cloud will
continue to build momentum among banks.
“We’re going to see more regulators in other geographies, particularly in Europe and the US, looking at their existing guidance to see whether that
should be updated for cloud,” he says. “That will
accelerate the rate of cloud adoption by banks,
and now that a lot of the largest banks have begun
to embrace it, we’ll see a trickledown effect. Some
of the domestically important banks will adopt
cloud directly, and Tier 3 and Tier 4 banks will
adopt it both directly and indirectly as third-party
service providers such as core banking providers
move more of their services to cloud. For any
computationally intensive workload, the cloud
holds huge opportunities for banks.”
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Collaborating
for success
Matthaeus Sielecki, Head of Working Capital Advisory in the financial technology department at
Deutsche Bank, tells us what he believes is the most effective strategy for working with fintech
companies and outlines his thoughts for the future of the financial services industry
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S
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t a time of huge digital transformation,
traditional retail banks are faced with a
number of significant challenges which
are inhibiting their success. That’s according
to Matthaeus Sielecki, head of working capital
advisory in the financial technology department
at Deutsche Bank, who says that restrictions
presented by the new regulatory environment,
not-unrelated budget constrictions and banks’
internal cultures are holding them back. “While
the heightened regulatory burden has been much
discussed – with compliance-related projects
claiming a significant amount of bank resources
and attention – banks also need to overcome their
traditionally-siloed infrastructure, to become
nimbler and more flexible in their approach to
innovation and solution development,” he says.
This is all the more important when fast-paced
adaptability is the hallmark of a host of new market
entrants – the fintechs that are revolutionising the
payments market by altering mindsets and expectations around the speed, method and convenience of transactions. “While banks must access
this adaptability, they must conversely continue
to be conservative in their approach and protect
their digital foundations as well as client data and
privacy,” Sielecki says. “Technological innovation

“Banks who wish to
safeguard their market
share must develop
a strategic plan for
remaining competitive”
89
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will solve many problems and facilitate trade – but
it also continues to necessitate debate around regulation, standardisation and risk-management. In
such a rapidly evolving technology environment, it
is difficult to pinpoint which technology standards
will gain traction, and this will continue to be in
flux, impacted by both regulatory requirements
and client demand. While standards remain
ambiguous, integration continues to be a hurdle to
technology also as a multitude of banking clients
are operating under dozens or hundreds of different standards or solutions.
There is no doubt that banks realise faster
innovation is critical if they are to retain their
market-leading position. Indeed, the earlier

banks enter the new highly-digital realm of services, the greater their opportunity to influence
market developments and set industry standards.
But this is easier said than done. “In order to create the best environment to nurture and bring to
market new technological offerings, many players are now considering collaboration (rather
than competition) with new market entrants,”
Sielecki explains. “Indeed, the fintech culture
and role as disruptor can be used as an advantage, with fintechs’ position outside of bank walls
providing the necessary gateway to innovation, if
the two parties learn to work together.”
Sielecki believes that fintech innovation will
continue to shape customer expectations, and
the way the financial services industry interacts
and conducts business. “As such, banks who wish
to safeguard their market share must develop a
strategic plan for remaining competitive, while
complying with a changing and increasingly
complex regulatory environment and managing
market risk,” he says.
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Letting go of the
nuts and bolts
S T E P H E N H O L L A N D S : W I L L I S T O W E R S W AT S O N

A large proportion of insurers cling on to every aspect of their IT systems, which
are often made up of incumbent systems that only serve to weigh them down.
Letting go can be liberating

M

ost IT departments take pride in their
data centres. However, this love of the
nuts and bolts of IT service delivery
absorbs a lot of IT focus, as well as significant
amounts of funding.
This misguided love of hardware and associated
services leaves little room for innovation. The
adoption of new cloud-based technologies is seen
as unnecessary and misaligned to current technology direction and a potential threat to services.
However, those companies that make the bold
step to embrace cloud-based technologies are
able to operate in a more agile and effective way.
Willis Towers Watson was able to demonstrate the
effectiveness of this approach to life and pensions
consolidator Chesnara, for whom it helped deliver
an outsourced actuarial consulting project.
The work required Willis Towers Watson’s
team to run multiple models (via their financial
modelling software, RiskAgility FM) to calculate the capital requirement under Solvency
II. This meant demand for compute resource
increased rapidly during valuation periods, followed by a sharp decline once the season was
over. It was at this point that the team saw an
opportunity to streamline the modelling process and build in greater efficiency through the
use of cloud-based technology.
Combined with RiskAgility FM, Willis Towers
Watson’s software as a service offering, vGrid, provides fully scalable, on-demand access to compute
resource via the cloud. Based on required timelines
and budget, the Willis Towers Watson team used

the on-demand capability of vGrid to scale resource
as necessary to run models in half the time. This not
only allowed the team to meet the existing required
time-lines while balancing cost, but also assure that
further resource would be easily available via vGrid,
should the client’s requirements increase in the
future. Further efficiencies were realised through
the addition of Unify, Willis Towers Watson’s systems integration tool, to integrate vGrid, RiskAgility
FM and other supporting software together into
user-defined, automated workflows.
By replacing a traditional IT nuts and bolts
approach, the team were more empowered
to manage their grid scale to match business
demand, sufficiently speeding up model run
times. This coupled with automated workflows,
resulted in a 69% improvement in the overall
reporting timetable.
When we look at legacy services we tend to think
that they must flow forward and remain part of
the future and so analyse in great detail how we
might get from A in present data centres to B in
the cloud. When you multiply this many times
for the enormous legacy of applications/services
managed today, then the task becomes scarily
large, with decisions being made to hold back.
Little regard is taken for the creation of a brand
new service to replace the legacy, but as the example from Willis Towers Watson’s Chesnara project
suggests, such an approach can be enlightening.
Stephen Hollands is Global Product Leader for
Software as a Service at Willis Towers Watson
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What is the future
of productivity
in financial services?
Customer experience is the new currency asset of the financial services industry – and today this needs to be faster,
personalised, and highly secure. In the digital era where the world of banking, insurance, and finance never sleeps, your
customers demand compelling services that match their ‘always-on’ lifestyle. Technology has changed the way they interact
with services at banks, stock brokerages, investment funds, and insurance companies.
Your front-line staff also need collaboration solutions to be more productive – as consultants and advisors collaborate in person,
in real-time, and on any device.
Where, when, and how people work in this fast-paced industry is top of the financial services agenda – with new business
models that stretch from the boardroom to your technology stakeholders. How do you ensure regulatory compliance or
safeguard privacy? What inhibits your productivity and drives the need for increased automation? With our expert consultants
and robust end-user computing platform, we can help you create workspaces for tomorrow – it’s your investment in better
end-to-end performance and productivity.

The pace of the financial services industry never lets up. We can work with you
to transform your technology to embrace how people live, work, and interact
with your business. We can help you develop an end-user computing solution
that supports your strategy to harness the power of the digital era – so you can
bring products to market faster, foster greater intimacy with your customers,
and evolve your end-user experience.

With the power of Microsoft® Office 365 and our global services,
workspaces for tomorrow enables your future digital greatness.
Your workspace
• move to a digital delivery model
• increased mobility and flexibility for
front-line staff
• optimise real-estate for cost savings
and transformation

Your collaboration
• increase customer satisfaction by
improving collaboration
• improve access to business information
and applications
• ensure encrypted and secure collaboration

• real-time access to business intelligence for
relationship managers, brokers, and insurance agents

• Delve Analytics:
giving you a broader view of users
across your organisation on a single
dashboard
• Power BI Pro:
advanced data analytics for richer
business intelligence

Your workforce
• enable mobility for advisors and consultants
• empower productivity through workflow applications
• standardise and streamline user experience
• allow contractors and call centre staff to work on
multiple devices

• Skype for Business:
brings the familiar experience of
Skype with features and security for
the enterprise including enterprise
voice, video calling, Skype broadcast,
instant messaging, file sharing,
and real-time collaboration across
your business.

• Cloud PBX or private cloud
Enterprise Voice: real-time
communication and
collaboration delivered on a
consumption-based model
• Advanced Threat Protection:
Office 365 creates upgraded
cybersecurity supplemented by
Dimension Data’s global expertise

Dimension Data brings workspaces for tomorrow to the
financial services industry as an end-to-end portfolio of
end-user computing services.
Our expertise in systems integration, networking, and
security enables a customised solution that matches your
business ambitions. We leverage our partnerships with top
technology vendors, like Microsoft, with our consulting
methodologies, enterprise services, and global footprint
for rapid deployment, management and cost savings.
We recommend the right platform for each of your
mission-critical applications, be it on-premise, on private
cloud, public cloud, or hybrid – while offering you
the control, security, and flexibility you need in your
transformational journey.

Do productivity.
Do better business.

Your meetings
• save costs and travel with virtual meetings
• address customer needs with immediate video access
to specialised support
• rapidly bring multiple global stakeholders together
• make critical business decisions faster

•

Skype Meetings:
high-definition video and
desktop sharing in real-time

•

Skype Meeting Broadcast:
extend your reach to thousands,
wherever they are in the world

Visit

workspacesfortomorrow.com/industries/financialservices

VIEWPOINT

Redefining the
banking model
S T E V E VA N D E N H E E V E R : D I M E N S I O N D ATA

Financial institutions that outsource non-core IT operations to managed cloud
services providers like Dimension Data are gaining market-beating agility

T

ransformation to digital calls for every financial institution to make fundamental changes
across their technology landscapes and also
to rethink their entire business model, taking out
costs and finding new, more profitable revenue.
Everyday banking and insurance has been
fundamentally changed by the fact that organisations now have to quite literally put themselves in the hands of their customers, servicing
them in real time through their digital devices
of choice, rather than waiting passively for customers to come into a branch. This shift calls for
them to let go of more than bricks and mortar.
Instead, it calls for the rapid transformation of
30 years’ worth of operational structures built
around product design, acquiring and owning
hardware, developing proprietary and complex
software, and employing large teams of specialists to run it in their own data centres.

“Transformation is refocusing
organisations on their core purpose:
delivering services to their customers”
Sustainability in financial services now hinges
almost completely on letting go of the traditional
IT model and looking to exploit third-party
owned and operated platforms to meet customer
demands while enjoying economies of scale and
cutting-edge technology on a c onsumption-led,
on-demand basis. Even if a financial services
institution is large enough to invest in building a
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next-generation platform itself, would they want
to have to maintain the resource investment and
tight operational focus needed to keep pace with
the continuously evolving technology and business models of a highly competitive and cost-effective digital world? The business case simply
doesn’t stack up.
According to Gartner’s 2015 Banking and
Financial Services report, the financial services
industry spends 6.5% of revenue and 8.5% of operating expenses on IT. No other sector spends as
much. Most (64%) of the industry’s IT spend goes
on IT operations, with only 22% and 14% going
towards growth and transformation respectively.
Institutions are putting immense pressure on
reducing the 64% ‘run’ cost, but the problem is
that their operations are based on ageing legacy
systems. These systems are becoming progressively more expensive and complex to run, while
delivering less and less value to the business
and the end customer. At the same time, along
with infrastructure and licences, the operational
and people costs are continuing to rise. So, the
incumbent cost model itself prohibits growth
and transformation, trapping budgets that could
be used to make the changes that are so urgently
needed for financial institutions to retain their
place in a digitising economy.
The Editor reported that cost-to-income ratios
of the top 50 global banks in Europe are sitting
between 42% and 102%. Institutions are realising
that to maintain their pivotal role in society, they
must focus their effort and budgets on continuously improving how they develop and deliver
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relevant products and services in a flexible and
agile manner. Ownership of the technology and
supporting operations needed to do that is irrelevant. Access to the platform is what matters.
Access versus ownership brings significant
cost benefits. The solutions Dimension Data
has delivered to many leading US banks have
proved that moving to an operational expenditure (opex) or consumption-based model – via
the cloud, outsourcing and managed services –
allows institutions to slash their operating costs
by as much as 50%. These savings are amplified
by the fact that freeing up capital and reducing
ongoing operational costs has a positive impact
on their capacity for growth and transformation.

Instead of spending increasingly more capital
on IT operations and effectively grinding to a
competitive halt, institutions can realign budgets
to invest in product and services innovation, and
thereby improve their competitiveness. Using a
third-party platform doesn’t just put savings
back on the bottom line. It enables organisations
to reshape their business, their customers’ lives,
and the entire market.
As the industry looks to move to the new
‘as-a-service’ paradigm, it’s already recognising the immediate benefits of moving business
productivity and support workloads – such as
Microsoft Active Directory or Exchange – to
consumption-based models directly out of the

Banks and insurance
firms are rethinking
their traditional IT
models to enable
employees to work
remotely with a device
of their choice
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Latest thinking. Leading software.
Unlocking potential.
Innovative software solutions backed by
insurance industry insight
Our rich heritage in insurance risk, analytics and technology
gives us a unique perspective. We offer more than individual
products and services – we understand your business issues,
allowing us to deliver software solutions so that you can
unlock your full potential.
To find out more, please contact
software.solutions@willistowerswatson.com
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cloud. A hybrid cloud solution that allows an
institution to have its custom-built applications
managed on-premise or in a private cloud and
use the public cloud to rapidly evolve its front
end is increasingly seen as the optimum model.
However, it must be noted that the biggest issue
faced by many organisations is the challenge of
transitioning all their services to a modern cloud
or productivity platform such as Microsoft Azure,
Office 365, or even Windows 10 and Office 2016.
Often organisations have many custom-built
applications that can’t reside on these platforms,
but this is where outsourcing management
of hybrid cloud solutions to companies like
Dimension Data comes to the fore. Dimension
Data can profile the applications or scenarios
that can be accelerated, while those that can’t be
transitioned can be managed on-premise or in
a private cloud, but under a single outsource or
managed service contract.
The fundamentals of elementary outsourcing and scale apply. Through their focus on
next-generation solutions, freedom to invest
and their collaborative technology industry relationships, managed cloud providers give their
customers access to the benefits realised from
scaled technology purchasing and consumption
software licensing. At the same time, they drive
increasing operational efficiencies through automation and straight-through processing.’
Also, it’s in financial services companies’
best interests for managed cloud providers to
continuously invest in the latest technologies –
including next-generation workplace solutions
supported by analytics and machine learning –
to enable ongoing cost reductions and enhanced
agility for customers. In these practical and
tactical ways, organisations like Dimension
Data deliver a constantly evolving business platform that allows financial services customers to
remain competitive and profitable.
However, because we understand how technology can enable transformation, we’re also
in a position to guide our clients on how best
to exploit its transformative power, align with
their organisational strategies, or, redefine
their strategies so they become digital leaders.
We believe that technology services providers need to stay closely aligned to the client’s
business strategy and objectives through an
open, flexible, and collaborative relationship.
We are a symbiotic extension of our customers, constantly triggering an innovation

and transformation feedback loop that is
self-sustaining for all parties.
Understanding the profound benefits to be
gained by changing their business models, many
financial institutions nonetheless falter at the
perceived impact an opex, managed services
approach has on their human resources and specialist skills. Gartner’s research shows that human
resources account for 38% of the sector’s operational IT costs, with most of those costs locked in
around the data centre and core platforms. This
includes 20% in relation to application development and 17% to application support.

“We believe that technology services
providers need to stay closely aligned
to the client’s business strategy and
objectives through an open, flexible,
and collaborative relationship”
However, this apparent downside is actually
an upside because these skills are in increasingly
short supply globally and the talent is being
snapped up, in many cases, by managed cloud
providers. In many organisations, it’s not about
shedding jobs. Transformation is refocusing
organisations on their core purpose: delivering
services to their customers. This results in the
need for IT resources to focus on leveraging the
platform to enable delivery and to keep revitalising their offering. More and more, resources
will be focused not on keeping the lights on, but
rather on making the business more effective.
Change is always an uncertain and risky factor
and, in business, we instinctively tell ourselves
it’s in the best interests of our businesses to cling
to what we know. However, in the financial services sector, it’s becoming clear that the only way
to for companies to survive is to pass the task of
operating the IT model to highly specialised and
scaled managed cloud providers so they can concentrate on redefining the banking or insurance
experience for customers. Letting go is the direct
route to reducing costs and maximising growth,
which is key to survival in an increasingly competitive market.
Steve van den Heever is Group Sales Director for
Financial Services at Dimension Data
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Protective
visibility
JA M E S R I C H A R D S O N : B OT TO M L I N E T E C H N O LO G I E S

With increasingly complex and sophisticated methods of cyberattacks
taking place both internally and externally, companies need to take
the necessary steps to prevent problems arising

T

he increasingly sophisticated techniques
that are being used to breach organisational
records and the growing complexity of
cyberattacks are posing a number of new business
challenges to companies in a range of sectors.
Compliance, security and fraud officers must
rethink their approach to fraud detection and
cybersecurity to help save money and avoid risk.
A recent Bottomline Technologies study found
that of the 1,000 senior finance and operational
finance individuals surveyed, 77% felt external
fraud was the highest risk area when processing
business payments. Only 12% pointed to internal
threat, but this is a real and present danger, and
one that companies must be aware of and counter.

“Any employee, customer or supplier
accessing a company system via
online portals is charted”
The Cyber Fraud and Risk Management
(CFRM) solution from Bottomline Technologies
allows for a holistic view of the payment process
and insider threats across an enterprise. This is
not solely for financial systems, but for any key
business application where an organisation would
store, maintain and manage their sensitive data.
Bottomline Technologies offers tailored solutions adapted for specific markets for banks,
financial institutions, multinational corporations, as well as focused solutions that give SMEs
more visibility and assurance that the payments
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they are generating are correct and haven’t been
amended or tampered with.
Bottomline Technologies helps more than
200 customers globally to improve their internal audit and controls, ensure their employees
are following the right processes internally,
and have greater visibility on sensitive or critical information.
The solution monitors 100% of network traffic.
Any employee, customer or supplier accessing
a company system via online portals is charted,
using technology to record and capture 100% of
it, in a non-invasive way that doesn’t negatively
impact the business application.
Real-time alerting capabilities based on specific business rules are also part of the solution.
This can be from an audit or fraud perspective,
and can be sent out when activities within the
business are highlighted as suspicious.
Proactive alerting is critical to combat today’s
frauds. Once you know about it, you need
strong capabilities to investigate. The ability to
replay functionality, which shows not just what
has changed, but what is being viewed in your
business application, helps investigators rapidly
conclude any flagged suspicious activity.
Bottomline Technologies’ philosophy has always
been about the control, visibility and security of
business-critical payment and document transactions, and the CFRM suite is ensuring organisations reach the highest levels possible.
James Richardson is Head of Pre-Sales at
Bottomline Technologies
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Putting data at the
heart of a business
JEFF WILSON: PROFISEE

Adopting a master data management approach is helping banks to have access
to more accurate data and better meet their customers’ needs

S

o many of our large banking customers
come to us with no central repository for
information. They maintain their data and
records in disparate locations, meaning that they
have no effective way of analysing information.
Not only is it costly and inefficient to work in this
way, but it means that they are unable to compete
effectively with the many innovative companies
that are entering the industry who have this data
at their fingertips.
By adopting a master data management
(MDM) tool, a bank can transform the way it
does business. Our Maestro MDM tool, which
sits on top of a bank’s Microsoft SQL master
data services implementation, helps organise

“The Maestro solution has
helped provide the bank with a
360-degree view of its clients”
and manage data in a seamless way. It does this
by consolidating information into a centralised
repository, while still allowing the business to
maintain that information on their own without
IT governance.
A large US bank has recently taken this
approach, and to great effect. “Thanks to Profisee’s
Maestro platform, we now have cleaner information that we can use for our reporting,” explained
a spokesperson for the bank. “We’re also able to
ensure we have adequate data quality, which has
enhanced the accuracy of our reporting. We are

also able to provide more accurate reporting due
to standardised hierarchies that we report from,
which has led us to make better decisions for the
client and the business.”
The Maestro solution has helped provide the bank
with a 360-degree view of its clients using information from multiple systems across the organisation.
“By bringing that data through our MDM solution and cleansing that data, we can create a golden
record for each of our clients,” said the spokesperson. “This has helped us reduce the number of net
relationships we have to manage, which has in turn
allowed the business to have a better understanding of our clients and what they’re doing.”
The benefits of an MDM approach are clear.
Banks across the world are realising that greater
agility can help them react to the ever-changing
way they do business, and allow them to stay one
step ahead of the competition.
Jeff Wilson is Chief Marketing Officer at Profisee
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